The Once
And Future
Student

Future Comm ittee Meets
In another long tedious session, the Committee For
the Study of the Future of Colby met last October 3,
1973. The meeting centered around the idea of the
construction of a new science facility based on the documentation presented by the Physical Facility Committee. It was discussed that due to building problems
and land difficulties, an addition to the Life Sciences
Building which would join it to the Keyes Building
would cost more in the long run than it would be
worth in utilitarian terms. Therefore , the only conclusion was that a new facility is definitely needed
pending time, patience, and a major contribution of
money to the New Buildings Fund. Only in this way
would the college be able to afford such an expense.
The same qualification is "necessary in order for Colby
to build a new theater or new medical fa cilities. The
Committee decided that the college must learn to
better utilize present facilities, such as Roberts and
Runnals Unions , because the possibility of new buildings seems remote unless a philanthropist becomes interested in Colby.
The meeting also emphasized that the Committee is
interested in suggestions and comments from interested

Bigelow Mountain

individuals. When the present situation has been fully
investigated and recommendations have been tentatively drawn, the Committee would like to have some
sort of public discussions on the subject. However ,
definite plans for the method and format of these disdiscussions have yet to be drawn up.
Tenure was again discussed and although it is a
definite condition which affects the rate of change in
the college, the Committee is generally in favor of it in
order to maintain the necessary academic freedom .
However, no definite plan was arrived at for the granting of tenure or the proportions of tenure granted.
Ag a in , the problems in communication were discussed and also the problems of little computerization
in the administrative departments. This lack can cause
much confusion and waste of time, especially in long
and confusing matters.
The matter of Innovative Programs was mentioned
again, but tabled in the belief that Colby must first
fully utilize existing programs before attempting any
change. However , such programs are being investigated ,
with an eye to the successes of other schools in experimental areas.
continued on page nine

Ten years ago, if a student were to go to the administration and ask to take some time off , chances
are eyebrows would be raised , and the request would
be regarded as highly unusual, especially if it was made
for reasons not having to do with finance or illness.
Today the number of students who want to take off a
semester of a year do so often with the approval of the
school. Many times it is not a question of dropping
out indefinitely , but of finding another option . The
attrition rate at Colby (the number of students who do
not retur n in September) has been steadily increasing
over the past six or seven years , following a national
tre n d , but not because more and more students are
finding themselves anomalies in the Colby College environment; rather , there are more pathways open to
them.
Students still leave through the same routes—a few
for medical reasons, and some because of financial
reasons. Colby is providing for every student who needs
financial aid , but the situation will become worse because tuition is going up five hundred dollars next
year , and some students will simply lack the money to
stay. The college can only go so far to help them ; beyond the point where neither parent nor college can
support the student he will be forced to leave. In some
cases a student makes the discovery that he doesn 't

Can It Be Saved?

At 1 p.m. on October 12, 1973, public hearings got
underway before the Maine State Land Use Regulation
Commission (LURC), chaired by Colby's Dr. Donaldson
Koons , considering the interim zoning of the Bigelow
Mountain area. The Bigelow range lies northwest of Colby rising from the Carabassett Valley just north of Sugarloaf mountain . The area in question at this hearing is an
undeveloped tract of 37,000 acres.
The Bigelow range is comprised of a number of high
mountain peaks strung out along a ridge that runs west
from the Carabassett Valley. Highest are Cranberry Peak
3,213 ft.), The Horns (3,813 ft) , West Peak (4 ,150 ft.),
and Myron H. Avery Peak (4,088 ft.). The Appalachian
Trail runs along the ridge of Bigelow connecting these
peaks, a distance of 6Vi miles. Just north of Bigelow at
its base and visible from places on the ridge is Flagstaff
Lake , a 27 mile long man-made lake.
LURC was created by the state legislature four years
ago and is the agency responsible for zoning the 10.5
million acre wildlands section of Maine. This must be
done on an interim basis, according to law , within two

years. Within 15 days after this hearing LURC must
either come up with the interim zoning plan for Bigelow, or it may decide to postpone its decision pending
further study.
The LURC staff has tentatively proposed that most
of the 37,000 acres be placed in a management or protection district which would prevent the establishment
of a major development. As the hearing progressed , it
became evident that different groups supported various
ideas concerning the zoning of Bigelow.
Among the first to testify , Senator Harrison L Richardson ,(R)-Cumberland , and chairman of the Public
Lands Committee in Maine , pointed out that $10,000
had recently been allotted to the Maine Mountain Area
Planning Committee to study the overall Western Maine
mountain picture. Included in the study will be the
Bigelow area and its relationship to the rest of Western
Maine. Sen, Richardson recommended that LURC wait
until the committee completes its study in two years and
can recommend an overall plan for the mountain area.

Jitn ey Service Reduced
The Colby College jitney is once again the center
of n campus controversy. The jitney has been operative ten hours daily since the beginning of this semester.
Starting next week, however, the schedule will be reduced to six hours por day.
Bruce Cummings , who supervises the jitney ns part
of his jo b as Director of Student Activities, sees the
Problem in two parts. First , the letters and pamphlets
Produced by the Financial Aid office have been worded
ambiguously. Cummings believed that "a max imum of
ten hours por week" meant that each student assigned

a campus job was entitled to work ten hours weekly .
He therefore scheduled the jitney service for sixty hours
weekly, in order to accomodate the six student drivers
assigned by the financial aid office. The schedule of
h ours was sent t o V ice Presid ent Pu llen , who was too
busy to road it until last week, at which time he realized
Cummings' mistake. The j itney had only been budgeted
to operate for six hours per day, and not ten. Subsequently , both jitney service and student working hours
will bo reduced.
contin u ed on page eight

like a small college, or doesn t like the country, or
most importantly, during the years finds out what
he would really like to concentrate on and then
transfe rs to a more specialized institution.
A certain percentage of students leave junior year ,
or sophomore year , to attend foreign universities, and
Colby allows some students to take a semester at other
American colleges. Students who are married and who
want to attend the same university as their husband or
wife , are allowed to transfe r after their junior year.
Ten years ago , however they might have dropped out ,
unable to obtain credit , because most schools insist on
four semester residency.
That the attrition rate is increasing, excluding the
j unior year abroad students , is evident from the figures.
In the 1967-1968 year , out of an enrollment of 1517 ,
126 left ; for 1968-69 , out of 1568 , 159 left ; in
1969-7 0, out of 1506 , 147 loft; in 1970-7 1 out of
1534, 174 left ; in 1971-7 1, out of 1538, 180 left; and
last year out of 1607, 197 left. The last figure shows a
leveling off because it is not proportionally higher tham
the enrollment. The administration had counted on a
higher attrition rate than was realized , and thus ran
into a serious housing problem. Juggling the past figcontinued on page nine
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International
by George Neubeiger
Fighting continued in
the Middle East last
week,, with each side
claiming gains against the
other.
By Tuesday night, Israeli military intelligence
officers conceded that
most of the Bar-Lev line
along the Suez Canal
had been evacuated , and
a new line had been
formed several miles
east of the canal. While Israeli planes continued to
bomb Egyptian positions near the canal , no large
scale fighting took place in the Sinai, as Israeli
forces began a massive campaign against Syrian
units in the Golan Heights.
Along this northern front , Israel has been much
more successful, having managed to drive most
Syrian troops out of the Golan Heights. On Wednesday, Israeli bombers began raids against targets
within Syria , including Damascus Airport , Syrian
naval headquarters, and fuel and power stations.
Thursday morning, Israeli armored troops followed
the ari strikes across the Syrian border and moved
toward Damascus. As expected , however, the drive
stopped short of Damascus as soon as Israel was
convinced that the Syrain military potential had
been .seriously impaired. By Thursday night , the
Israeli military command announced that it had
destroyed more than 750 of Syria's estimated 1400
tanks.
On Sunday morning, the Jordanian military
command announced that it had committed troops
to aid the Syrians; however, the extent and type
of the assistance was not immediately known. After
a week's hesitation and under pressure from Arab
leaders, King Hussein's forces joined the battle
against Israel.
The United States had decided that it will

Chan Ketums
by Malinda Selby
Last Thursday night Wing-tsit Chan gave his
third lecture of a series entitled "Neo-Confuciansim,
Unity of Man and Heaven ." Prof . Chan began with
a background of Confucianism which was rather con
fusing and complex to the listener inexperienced in
Chinese history, but his speech was enjoyab le nonetheless.
The history of Confucianism in China began in
the second century B.C. when the Ching dynasty
was succeeded by the dynasty of Kao Tsu Han, -The
new emperor began ruling the empire by the philosophy found in the books of Confucius; by 140 B.C.
his grandson had Confusian officials in government
and in 134 B.C. Confucianism became the state
religion. By 640 A.D., the five classics and commentaries were accepted as the official interpretation of
the state ideology and to a large degree China is still
a Confucian state today.
The ideology and philosophy of the Neo-Confucian is not purely derived from Confucius' writings
however. During the first through the ninth centuries
A.D. Neo-Taoism and then Buddhism had a great
influence on the Chinese perspective. When Confucian thought began to stagnate, the infusion of Buddhist and Taoist ideas widened and strengthene d the
classical Confucian doctrines. Until the 11th century,
Conf ucian though t was confined to human society
(the mundane world), but the Taoists introduced
speculation that maybe man is not the basic compo-

provide replacements of F-4 Phantom fighterbombers which have been lost during the first
weeks of war to the Israeli government. The AdFollowing a series of bloody clashes between
troops and students, Thailand has a new premier . He
is Sanya Thammasak, the former dean of Thammast
University where student protests against the " government have been strong. Premier Thammasak was
appointed by the King of Thailand, after the former
premier , a Field Marshal, submitted his resignation.
The new Premier announced that he wo uld try to
form a new government soon and would attempt to
draw up a new constitution within six months and
call a general election.

National

Last Wednesday , Vice President Spiro Agnew
announced that he was submitting his resignation from
the office , following his decision to plead nolocontendere to a charge of tax evasion. (In law, nolocontendere is similar to a guilty plea). In resigning
from the office , Agnew avoided the possiblity pf
impeachment by Congress and was assured that the
Attorney General would drop all other prosecution.
The Vice President was then sentenced to pay a
$10,000 fine and to serve probation for three years.
Though he is a convicted felon , Agnew can still vote
and hold office in the State of Maryland , and he is
not automatically disbarred , as is the case in many
states. In Maryland , the state bar will deal with this
decision.
Following two days of detailed consideration,
President Nixon announced his choice, Gerald R.
Ford , Republican Minority Leader in the House of
Representatvies, for the office. Ford is a 60-yearold Congressman from Michigan who has served almost
25 years in the House, the last eight as Minority
Leader. Because of his Capitol Hill experience , Ford
should improve Nixon's reputation in Congress, while
making the Congressional position stronger in the
White House. Ford may also become involved in
Republican Congressional campaigns in 1974 , and
although he says he is not interested in the Republican nomination for the Presidency in 1976 , he has
not categorically refused to seek the offi ce.
nent of nature but is only one small part of many
parts in this world. Buddhist ideas widened Confucian horizons further with the view that the universe
exists with universal laws by which man is ruled .
As the general viewpoint of the Chinese was being
enlarged from man to universe, the philosophy was
also being supplemented by certain fundamental
principles found in the Book of Changes. Previous
Confucian philosophy had been concerned with the

social order and priorities, economic activities, and
family life. According to the I Ching, the way to
achieve these ideals is to understand the T'ai Chi,
the great ultimate , who gives force to yin and yang,
who give rise to all things; the way of heaven and
earth is established by yin and yang,
Ch'ang I (1033-1107) proposed a further enlargement of the Book of Changes with the idea of
Li and Chi. Li means order or principle ; for everything to exist there must be a principle of existencethis is Li. "Think a horse, it exists, and it exists in
its ideal form. " Chi makes everyone different and
individual, it can b e translated as energy or mater ial
force, Everything has its Li, the principle of Its
being, the thing that universalizes our being. And Chi is
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State Sen. Joseph E. Brennan , speaking at the
October meeting of the Kennebec Valley Civil Liberties Union , said he thought "the cause of civil
liberties fared quite well" at the last session of the
106th Maine Legislature, "much better than I
anticipated in my eight years around the Maine
legislature ." He cited five bills to support this judgement. One would have permitted the Attorney
General's office to invade the conf iden tiality of all
records in the state, without a subpoena and even if '
unrelated to a case in court. Another one would have
granted wiretapping by the state without a court
order. Both these bills were presented as the
Watergate story was unfolding. The one concerning confidentiality of records was withdraw n a
few weeks later by its sponsor. The sponsor of the
wire-tapping bill tried to have it withdrawn, stated
Sen. Brennan , but instead Sen. Katz , Sen, Brennan
and Sen. Brennan 's administrative assistant drafted
an amendment to prohibit even private wire-tapping
and the bill was passed, so that , according to Sen,
Brennan , we now have "an excellent wire-tapping
law," a strong law, which "may be outstanding in
the country." He attributed the outcomes of these
two bills to the "positive effects of Watergate."
The State Legislature also passed a bill that no
longer makes it a crime to be knowlingly present
where marijuana is kept, in effect repealing a bill
that was passed four years ago when Sen. Brennan
opposed it in the legislature. Sen. Brennan said he is
not in favor of legalizing marijuana, but the bill that
was repealed rested on guilt by association .
A bill that no longer permits the state to incarcerate
juveniles for activities that are not crimes also passed.
Sen. Brennan said that of the sixty-six girls at Stevens
about a year ago, two-thirds were there because of
"being in manifest danger of falling into vice or immoral
ity." Such incarceratio n meant these young people
were being placed with others who had committed
criminal acts. The court declared such incarceration
to be unconstitutional and as a result the legislature
passed the bill, according to Sen. Brennan.
The fifth bill gave the Human Rights Commission
authority to take action regarding sex discrimination
Sen. Brennan urged the KVCLU to support a
bill that was defeated in the last session. This is a
bill to be re-introduced that would give a judge more
discretion in dealing with juveniles. Whereas now the
continued on page seven
our outside forces ; dress and actions, a recovery
from others and things. Life is an intertwining of Li
and Chi, one cannot be without both.
A further development of the Neo-Confucianis
A further development of t
A further development of Neo-Confucianism is
a new methodology. Throughout the first nine centuries A.D., the Chinese culture was directed toward
government , economic affairs and organization but noi
to anything in a scientific area. Things were analyzed
in abstract or metaphysical terms and not to concrete
observation and experimentation. Here again the Book
of Changes had a strong influence by its emphasis
on inductive and decfuctive methods of research.
In spite of the I Ching's use in divination , it has a
very scientific basis; its rationale is very scientific.
This influence kept China ahead scientifically of
the rest of the world until the 18th century. The decline in Chinese competency in science from this time
is due naimly to the Confucian emphasis on peace
over power and a strictly anti-competitive doctrine.
And Book of Changes considered , they were still
more interested in pragmatic problems of society
and education than in theoretical science.
The Neo-Confucian philosophy has since come to
recognize the importance of the theoretical sciences
as shown by the fact that two of their scientists have
received Nobel Prizes. So tho trend in Neo-Confucianism
has been towards rationalism but the goals of classical
Confucianism remain socially oriented; perfect individual , happy families, good government. The highest
ideal is to fulfil Li-what is given to us by heaven , nnd
to particiapte in the process of growth and creation
of the good life.
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by Rob Burgess

By now, of course , you have all heard iabout the
"tragedy " of Spiro T. Agnew. If the Vice President's
resignation was such a catastrophic event , the people
I saw passing the word around campus last Wednesday
must all have had quite perverse senses of humor—the
news was generally greeted with delight. As good as it
may have seemed to get rid of Mr. Agnew, however,
the days ahead confront our government with a serious
challenge , which may not be quite so funny.
Mr. Agnew maintained the Nixon Administration
posture of denying every charge and then was swept
away by a flood of evidence. On Sept. 29 in a speech in
Los A ngeles, he declared that he would not resign, even
if indicted. Words such as these must arouse great confidence in the hearts of the American people towards the
Nixon Administration in which, among other things,
accusations of criminal misconduct by the President's
former legal counsel still remain unresolved, and indictments may soon by forthcoming against some of the
President 's closest former aides, while two of his form er
Cabinet members are about to go to trial on criminal
charges. In the same speech the Vice President accused
Assistant Attorney General Henry E. Petersen of trying
to make a "trophy " of him, and of plotting the news leaks
leaks in order to redeem his and the Department's
reputation after their bungling of the Watergate investigation. If making a trophy of Mr . Agnew was indeed
the Department's aim, it did an excellent job —the
Government submitted forty pages of hard evidence
against him. After what is commonly known as "plea
bargaining," Mr. Agnew pleaded "nolo contendere"no contest , which is the same thing as guilty—to only one
charge, cheating on his income tax in 1967 to the tune
of $13,551.47.' Mr. Agnew was fined $10 ,000, the maximum fine that can be imposed for a single count of tax
evasion, and was put on three years of unrestricted probation. He is the first Vice President ever to resign from
office because of criminal charges.
This fine does not get Mr. Agnew out of hot water
yet; in fact , he has ju st gotten into it. The State of
Maryland , as well as any private organizations , may still
take action against him, as can the Internal Revenue
Service, to recover the unpaid income tax , plus penalties and interest . For the 1967 charge this could amount
to over $25 ,000. And unfortunately for him , 1967 was
not the only year of his transgression. According to the
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Justice Department evidence , Mr. Agnew was receiving
substantial cash payments while he was Governor of
Maryland in return for engineering contracts with the
state. Payments by the principal large engineering firms
began while Mr. Agnew was County Executive of Baltimore County in the early 1960' s and continued into 1971
Other evidence also discloses payment by another engineer to and including December 1972. This extends
well into Agnew's first term as Vice President. There may
be as much as $ 100,000 in these payments. So goes
Spiro T.
But what do we do for a Vice President. Right now
Speaker of the House Carl Albert of Oklahoma , is the
acting Veep. The 25th Amendment, enacted in 1967,
provides the answer. According to Section 2, the President is to nominate the Vice Presidential candidate, who
must then be approved by & majority vote in both houses
of Congress. But this is as far as it goes—the procedural
questions posed by this process are unanswered. Immediately after Mr. Agnew's resignation, analysts saw a potential problem. By the end of the week, however, Congress has resolved them J the final vote on the nominee will
will be carried out separately in each house, and standing
committees in each house (in the House the Judiciary
Committee, and in the Senate the Rules Committee),
not a "select" committee, will handle the confirmation
hearings.
By now , you have probably also heard that Gerald
Ford of Michigan is the President's nominee. H e was one
of many potential nominees in a list which included
former Secretary of State William P. Rogers., former
Secretary of the Treasury John B. Connally, former
^
Governor of Pa. .William W. Scranton , former Senator
of Ky 7 John Sherman Cooper, Attorney General Eliot
L. Richardson, his assistant William O. Ruckleshaus,
Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona , Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of N.Y., Gov. Ronald Reagan of Calif ., Treasury
Secretary ,George P. Schulty, Presidential Counselor
Melvin R. Laird , and even Chief Justice Warren E.
Berger . Why these men were not chosen is no longer
important; Nixon 's decision is. Mr. Ford is currently
House Minority Leader, a position of leadership and great
importance. He has served in the House for 25 years,
since his election in 1948 . He has been a strong Republican supporter and consistently right of center. According to the President's speech on Friday night, he also
satisfied two important criteria: he shared Mr. Nixon's

Faculty
.A.cicLitions
by Claudia Thornsjo
Mr . Maurice Oudin has been teaching French nine
years. His first experience in teaching was as a French
language laboratory assistant from 1964-69 at Montana State University where he received his B.A. In
1966 Mr. Oudin taught in a French institute in Elmira ,
N.Y . He then taught in another institute in Fairbanks,
Alaska at the University of Alaska in 1967 , and then
at Bellingham , Wahsington at Western Wahsington
State University in 1969. Mr. Oudin then taught at
Eugene , Oregon from 1969-1973 where he received
his M .A., and is currently engaged in writing his
dissertation.
When asked how Colby compared with the schools
that he had previously taught at Mr. Oudin was ver y
complimentary. He said , "The faculty are very friendly,
open , and ready to help. The students are willing to
learn , but rightly or wrongly they are not as well prepared as I had expected they would be. The facilities
for a four year college are quite adequate ." When
questioned about how he liked Maine Mr. Oudin replied
"Fantastic. I hope Maine can be kept the same as it
is now ... in short keep Maine green, do not Califomiate Maine, " Mr. Oudin has hnd no problems or
difficulties presented so far which were unsolvable.
Every person has hig specialties, and Mn Oudin
is no exception. Within his field Mr. Oudin enjoy s
structuralism/ Structuralism deals with everything
from anthropology to biology to math to literature,
"Structuralism is a science/'says Mr, Oudin . "I try.
to apply this science to my French Literoture classes."
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Maurice Oudin

J oseph Reiter

foreign policy and defense position:, and he could fill:
the chief executive 's shoes if that need ever arose.
There were, no doubt , some very real political considerations in the President's mind in his choice of Mr.
Ford. Senate Democrates vowed to put up still opposition
to any nominee who was also a potential Republican 1976
Presidential candidate. The position of Vice President
serving with an ineligible incumbent is an excellent
springboard for the Presidency. The Democrats, in short,
wanted a "caretaker" Vice President.
Gerald Ford
seems to have filled both bills. He is not, at this point
anyway, a strong potential Republican nominee for
President in '76. More importantly, his 25 years of service,
have won him strong respect from both parties and from
both houses.There are those, of course, who interpret
his strong party support as a lack of initiative and a
"yes-man " policy. His lack of legislative dynamism raises
doubts in the minds of some as to his leadership potential. This is a serious consideration that Congress will
have to examine. Ford's conservative ideological background is generally viewed as of no consequence to his
nomination, even by Democratic liberals. The whole
purpose of the 25th Amendment is to allow the President ot choose a man with a compatible ideological disposition. Without that general basis there will be no
trust between the two men, a situation to be avoided at
all costs. These two men must work closely together in
the unfortunate event that the Vice President is called
on to become President.
Mr. Ford's long legislative experience is viewed as
a boon to the President's legislative programs. As Minority Leader , Ford knows the ins and outs of the legislative process, on whom to apply pressure, how much, and
when. With this background , Ford is expected to pass
Congress very quickly. What "very quickly"means is
uncertain though-probably a matter of weeks. He will
be our 40th Vice President.
What effect the Agnew affair will have on the President , is, of course, uncertain. The whole mood of his
speech on Friday night , Oct. 12, was one of joy ous
festivity , as if his probably-successful choice of a new Vice
rresiaenx nas orougiu a nappy cuu iu an uio suanuai

that has plagued his Administration since the Watergate
break-in. New Analysts are taking great consolation in th<
fact that this whole resignation business reveals the
strengt h of our governmental system. It also reveals,
however , that no one is above the law. A district court
decision of a few days ago demanded that the President
hand over the Watergate tapes. The decision , of course,
will be appealed. But what if the Supreme Court directs
the same, which now seems more likely? Can he refuse?
In Mr. Nixon 's new beginning on Friday night, may have
been his own end.

Not only is he interested in structuralism , but Mr.
Oudin is also a gourmet cook . Some of his favorite
dishes are Gallantine de Savoil (veal , pork , sausage in
a patty with cognac and spices .added- and Lapin
Chasseur (rabbit sauted in bacon and flamed with hot
cognac with tomatoe and spices added . As Mr, Oudin
says "Cooking relaxes me."
Another new faculty member is Mr . Joseph Reiter ,
Mr. Reiter got his B.A. at Rutgers University in New
Jersey. He spent his junior year in France and then
decided that French was his subject. Mr, Reiter has
taught one year of English and American Literature at
Toulouse, France , and some French at Rutgers. He
is currently teaching French Literature and intermediate French with a possibility of teaching German
next semester.
When asked about how Colby compares with a
large university of 6,000, Mr . Reiter was also very
complimentary. "The students are enthusiastic, hard
working, and from varied backgrounds. This is
pleasant because it makes for more interesting and
original thoughts," says Mr. Reiter. "Because this is a
small school there is more intimacy and students are
more willing to talk to their instructors. " When
commenting on the faculty, Mr. Reiter stated , "The
faculty is a qualified community of scholars and
reachers, who are very frinedly, an d warm."
Mr. Reiter, being used to New York , thought that
he would miss the big city, but to his delight he
does not miss it , and finds Maine very "refreshing
and clean."
Mr. Reiter also has a specialty, the French
^
literature of the Middle Ages , especially the King
Arthur legends. Ho is by no means limited to
this era , however. His doctoral dissertation is
on twentieth century authors.

To the ed itor :
I am appalled by the outcome of the
Government's case against Mr. Agnew. It is not
so much the fact that he did not receive a jail
sentence (only 44% of all those convicted on
tax evasion are jailed), but rather it is Attorney
General Eliot Richardson's appeal for lenien cy
for Mr. Agnew that irks me.
As he said on Oct. 10 at the Vice President's
trial: " I am firmly convinced that under the
circumstances leniency is justified. I. am keenly
aware, first , of the historic magnitude of the
penalties inherent in the Vice President's resignation from his high office and his acceptance of
a judgment of conviction for a felony. To propose
that a man who has suffered these penalties
should , in addition, be incarcerated in a penal
institution , however briefly, is more than I, as

Book -Less Of

The Month Club
There is something desperately wrong
if a college, ostensibly a place of academic learning , cannot efficiently supply its
students with the necessary tools for
study. Books are the fuel and the food
of liberal arts institutions; the classrooms
and other assorted paraphernalia may be
dispensed with, as long as there exists a
student , a teacher, and a book.
Why, then, is this essential commodity
so damned hard to obtain at Colby College? If a textbook: is unavailable at the
bookstore, the student, literally, must go
without. (Unless, of course, she/he is unusually lucky and finds the volume in Miller Library). There are no stores downtown that sell books, except, of course,
for the lurid paperbacks displayed at
Zayre. The Waterville and public school
libraries are even more deficient than Colby's own. A lucky few have cars and can
attempt to find books elsewhere. The
majority of students, however, must wait
until they are home for vacation , or simply borrow books. Both are risky operations. By the time Thanksgiving arrives,
bookless students are hopelessly behind in
their courses. Those who hope to buy
books from previous students in a given
course may sadly discover that the requirements have changed , and subsequently, so have the books. Ergo , one is up a
creek without a paddle .
Granted, the Colby bookstore has no
competition. It is, however, very nasty of
the organization to take advantage of students, who are at its mercy . The big question, then, is just who does own and operate the bookstore? Either nobody really
knows or those who do prefer not to say.
ECHO does not want to lay blame before the facts are in, but judgin g from
the experiences of our intrepid reporter ,
the facts are not likely to get in at all.
The bookstore needs increased efficiency
and consistency in pricing, but these
changes cannot possibly occur until we
know who is responsible for the present
chaos.

Sunda y s At Bixler
N'ow that the addition to the Bixler
Art and Music Center has been completed at a cost of nearly one million
dollars, it seems a shame that money
can't be found to keep the building open
on Sundays.
Sunday afternoon is perfect for a
visit to the gallery. Its typically slow
pace and less-than-hectic schedule offers both students and the public a
chance to view the paintings and sculpture collected by Colby over the years.
Sunday evening is prime time for students to use the listening rooms and library and catch up on the Monday assignments they had ignored since Thursday.
Bixler needs someone who is bo th
familiar with the expanded facilities and
willing to work on Sundays, and at the
same time can be held responsible for
the entire complex. The two men who
regularly care for the building work five
and a half days. Sunday is their day off.
Wh at must b e fo un d i s anot h er person
capable of performing for one day the
j ob they fulfill six days out of the week.
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LETTERS
head of the Government's prosecuting arm , can
recommend or wish."
What rubbish! I hope you know where you
and I as private citizens would be right now
if hit w ith a similar charge. And this is exactly
what is before Mr. Agnew—a charge of tax
evasion—based on hard evidence. How con- *
descending of him to accept a judg ment of conviction. It 's only through the grossly unfair
plea-bargaining that preceded the trial that the
other charges were dropped.
Implicit in Richardson s statement, and common
common elsewhere lately in statements regarding
criminal activity of public officials, is the sense
that merely takin g these poor menaway from their
job s, with their consequent hurt feelings and
tarnished reputations, is more than fair punishment. Crap. These men are elected officials
at the service of the public. If they are found
guilty of criminal activity they should pay the
full price like everyone else. It's a crime and
an international embarrassment that Agnew
screamed law and order and was a first class
crook himself .
I have absolutely no compassion for the
Agnews and Mitchells of our time. • Being caught
and convicted usually ends their political lives
and imposes hardships on their families. Too bad.
To use a trite but effective argument , no one
forced corruption on these men. Why didn 't
they think ahead of their families?
If America wants to re-establish some faith
in its institutions, let it throw out the 'divine
right" and let the much publicized law and order
policy take its toll.
Yours truly ,
Rob Burgess
To the editor,
As one of the six ji tney drivers 1 was informed
of the change in jitney service hours before most
other students at Colby. As a financial aid student
I had one reaction since the cut in hours deprives
the drivers of sorely needed funds for tuition. That
side of my reaction I realize is heavily biased.
Since I've had the job I got the opportunity
to see its necessity here on campus. Many people
use the service throughout the day. Mr. Pullen
explained to Bruce Cummings that the jitne y
is for the students' safety-it is not for a convenience.
I for one don't believe that you can speak of one
without the other. The argument for the change
in hours is dollars and cents, considering tnat
Mr. Pullen deals with money, his point of view is
understandable , if not particularly commendable .
Supposedly $5,000 has been appropriated for
the jitney expense; salaries and repairs etc. I've
never been very good with numbers, but the
other day I took a pencil and some paper and
decided to do some figuring of mjr own. After
sa lar ies , there is over $1 ,000 for other jitney expenses
expenses. Considering that the j itney is a 1973
Volkswagen 1 couldn't imagine how repairs or
gas costs could possibly exceed that amount.
Enough students have already voiced complaints
to me about the change. I think some alternative

can be found even if it means a nominal charge
• for the morning jitney runs. (The jitney lag
should prove that a sufficient number of Colby
students find the morning runs a necessity.)
After all, Waterville isn't famous for. its mass
transit system.
Granted , as a driver I have another interest
in this affair, but I don 't think the school has to
wait for another event similar to the murder
j itney service in the
which necessitated the |
first place , before something gets done algain.
Larry Cappiello
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To whom it may concern :
I have one very reasonable request. Could
someone please synchronize the clocks on this
campus? Roberts time is different from Library
time which is different from Lovejoy time , etc.
(Even the different faces of the Library clock
read up to 5 minutes difference.) Is it too
much to ask?
Barbara Forney
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Tli e Case Of Tli e
ZBiixiglixis: Bookstore

Dear Sir:
Civil lib erties are har d ly matters t h at ma y
readily bear being factually stated. Rights of
privacy. Questions of dignity or equalness;
holding up one's head while among some of the
crowds in today's urbanized United States.
In som e f orm or ot h er , the American Civil Liberties
Union comes to us right away. Out in the corridorOpposite the Spa of Miller Library. Monday
October 22 , 1973. Mr. Angus Ferguson shall be
around from about ten to five. He is Executive
Director of the State of Maine affiliate. The informa
tional table will be manned by some ACLU donors,
past and Presence. The ACLU hopes to extend its
membership and spread word of its ordered activities. Whatever some may opine to the contrary,
the ACLU is truly for what is known as law and
order . Founded in 1920, its little-profit membership
embraces about 350,000.
Broad as between Scylla and Charybodis are
"civil liberties". What is right , what wrong. Good
and evil. Things utterly true and some things
utterly not truthful. I turned wilfully to the
dictionary to get some latch strings or.„to learn
more about "civil liberties". 'Ex em p t ion f rom
arbitrary governmental interference with either
person , opinion, or property ' A second small
dictionary said : 'Liberties guaranteed to individuals
by law '.
The ACLU has entered more cases to the
Federal Supreme Court than any other single
organism except the U.S. Department of Justice .
We do handle mathematically as well as philosoph
ically . Memberships and donations are gladly
taken on.
Yours sincerely,

by Shelley Weiner

professor David Bridgman
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by Barbara Forney
A little indigestion before I talk about food:
For those of you who are wondering about three
good reviews-since I'm basically your amateur food
critic, I've been eating at places I like-but never
fear, there are plenty of restaurants in this fair metropolis
that 1 don't like-hang in there.
Pub corrections: Wednesday is not the only day
they pre tty the place up-try any weekday. Also last
paragraph read , "Icry" but should have been "Icky"
(Webber , I' m serious about the pickle problem).
To my fans at the Jefferson : for the record , I
was not comparing the "Jeff" to the Lobster Pound.
Don 't he so defensive; there are plenty of places with
an $8 lobster.
I'll move on to Steve's, but first the Alka Seltzer.
I d ef initely overate at Steve's tonight. Somebody
onc e told me that Steve 's was a great place to go f or
steak and potatoes. He was right . Earlier th is y ear I
h a d a rather me d iocre Shrim p Scampi there , but
ton ight the small sirloin was absolute heaven. The
dinner I had included salad (large and good), minestrone soup (homema d e) , a gpod size steak, an d a
b owl of spaghetti (or a po tato), coff ee an d dessertif you get t h at far . All of this cost $4.95. The whole
menu is moderate in price. A larger steak (god forbid)
is only Se.SO an d all Italian food is under $5. Garlic
^
bread is worth ordering an d the onion rings are made
^
with real onions (not the
funny frozen kind).
What I am about to say will make somebody 's
Ital ian chef hate me , Spaghetti sauce is a very personal
thing, and I don 't like the tomat o- sauce at Steve 's,
I find it rather bland and a little bitter. What can I
say, it jus t ain 't like my mother used to make (she's
Swedish ):
Both times I've been to Steve's I've had really nice
waitresses. They seem to know what they're doing.
Atmosp here : I've never been in Steve's when it was
crowde d , but I think I'd go mits-the room is just
t°o big. It reminds me of a high-class Dana Hall.
Please , you guys, break that room up some. It has
all the potential for being a dark , intimate, atmosphere,
°ut my god , those wide open spaces,.. You could
never take your mistress there,
Steve 's is on Silver Street next to the Greyhound
Station (park in the Concourse, you idiots), and they're
open until 10:00 p.m. during tho week and 11:00 p.m.
on weeken ds.

If you are the normal, everyday Colby College
student wishing to purchase textbooks at the beginning
of each semester, you w ill no doubt be familiar
with the infamous "siege of the Paper Wall." (If
the w alls are paper, how come we do not huff and
puff and blow them down?) To those of us with
•a sense of humor bord ering on the grotesque,
the confrontation with approximately two hundred
of our peers can be seen as one of the major social
events of the year. Yet , how many of you have
spent three hours in that interminab le line, only
to have the doors rudely shut in your face at closing
time? Or, if you manage to get in before closing
time,~you learn that all fifteen paperbacks for your
major course have been sold out for hours. Besides
that grim fact of academic life , y ou realize that
the four books for an elective ring up for a grand
total of $35.00. No , this is not AMERIKA; this
is September or February at the Colby College
bookstore. I have been asked to get to the bo ttom
of all this. I must admit , though, that the bottom
is nowhere in sight , despite interviews, explanations
and treasurer's reports.
All right, who really owns that bookstore?
Speaking w ith Mr. Leavitt , manager of the store, I
was informed that Colby College owns the building,
reinforcing the statement given by Mr. Cox , treasurer
of the college. If Colby owns the building, obviously
it pays the rent. Well, sort of ; Mr. Leavitt stated
that he pays approximately $5 ,000 rent per annum.
The question remains: To whom does he pay this
fee? While not exactly contradicting Mr. Leavitt's
statement, Mr. Cox stated that Colby does not pay
rent, as such. In the treasurer 's report for the
year 1971-1972, there appears a statement of current
fund revenues, expenditures, and transfers for the
year ended June 30, 1972. On this page are listed
the various revenues and expenditures of the college
during this period. Under the heading "Expendituresauxiliar y enter pri ses" is the notation "bookstoreS i 94,633" and listed under "Revenue-auxiliary
enter prises" is the n otation "bookstore-$200 ,295. "
To clarify this C.P.A. terminology for the layman
(myself included),, this means the school "allocated"
approximately $194 ,633 f or t h e ex p ress use of t h e
bookstore. With the help of each and everyone of
us , Colby cleare d its or iginal investment p lus
$5,663. This figure is very close to the figure
given by Mr. Leavitt as the fee paid by himself as
"rent. " Th is money is then classif ied as "unex p en d ed
dep artmental revenues" an d is transferr ed as a n
add ition to "current unrestr icte d f unds ," into
which is also added "gifts and bequests. " From t his
sum of $ 1,070,328.14 is deducted $357 ,621 as
transfer to endowment funds and an additional
$1 ,822. 85 is deducted as "miscellaneous." If I
am correct , Colby d oes in fact , own that bookstore
and uses the revenue towards...what?? Stock s
an d b onds , perhaps?
The next step in the matter is this: if Colby owns
that bo okstore , why are not more students workin g
there? Heaven only knows,there are not enou gh
jobs to go around! Mr. Leavitt stated that there
are two students working there nowv an d he d oes
hire extra students durin g rush periods. He also
said that students ' academic schedules conflict so
much that he can not put together a workable time
chart. And , it only follows that if there are more
people , there will be more mistakes made at t he
cash register, or so alleges Mr. Leavitt. Contrary
to this , Mr. Cox remarked that the hirin g of students
was practically in the hands of the managers/directors
of the various departments and operations of the
college. Mr. Cox then made a rathof peculiar analogy
to this effect: if employment is such a crucial
issue hero , why not have more students teaching
certain courses and get rid of some of the faculty?
Well , that is not a very good analogy at all. Serving
lunch or , for that matter , leading an art discussion
arc very far removed from giving a dissertatio n

on the relative values of totalitarianism. There is
no reason why this sub-section of Colby College
should not give students a chance to earn a couple '
of extra dollars a week.
A well-known complaint of the student body
concerns the high price of certain items sold at the
bookstore. Why should one pay $.85 at the '

bookstore for a medium-sized jar of Vaseline
Intensive Care Formula and see the same product,
only this time in the super size, selling at Zayre's
for $.87? Mr. Leavitt blames this on the small
volume of business done by the bookstore in regard
to these sort of products. In other words, Zayre's
will purchase one million jars of this product for a
nominal charge whereas the bookstore orders
cases at a slight discount plus an extra shipping
charge. Yet , there can be no getting around the
price-hiking done by the managerial staff. One
student recently complained of buying a thirdhand textbook which had originally sold for
$ 1.3 5 and sold again for $ 1.9 5; he paid $ 1.45. There
can be no excuse for the deliberate mark-u p of
certain textbooks. As a matter of fact , the
re-marking is done so poorly : all one need do
is tear off the gummed paper to discover that a
book for which one paid $2.25 is selling in other
stores for $1.95. That the new edition of a certain
book is selling for the extra $.30 does not entitle
the bookstore to dump older editions on the shelves
f or the same price. That , 1 believe, is known as
"consumer fraud. "
Now , if the paper crisis is squeezing the bookstores dry of stock and prices deep soaring, why not
form a co-op ? Mr. Leavitt explained that , for the
most part , co-ops are losing money, since the cost
of labor has risen so tremendously that monies
usually paid out as dividends to members or sharehold ers now must go towards upkeep and higher
wages. Furthermore, the administration does not
look favorably on a co-op plan because they are
afraid of hurting the local Waterville businessman.
Mr. Leavitt emphasized the fact that for the firs t
time since he has taken the position as manager,
he will be able to advertise in the local newspaper.
This is due , in part , to the fire which closed the only
bookshop in Waterville.
Personally , I must admit that I hold a grudge
against the bookstore , as I must get through a
whole semester of art without an all-important textbook;
never mind the six or seven paperbacks I need for
a major English course. Why does the bookstore
order fewer textbo oks than required? According
to Mr. Leavitt , he does all the paperwork for the
bookstore and that includes the type of edit ions
he will use and the amount of each to be ordered.
He ma inta ins that he will ord er fewer books than
requested since pre-registration in the spring tends
to be a rather dubious indication of actual fall
enrollment in a particular course and , since h e can
get a fair idea of how popular both teacher and course
are through book returns, com p laints , an d gossip ,
he feels that a slight cut in book order requests
is warranted. I was shown the book list of a particular
English course given this semester in which are
required fifteen to eighteen paperbacks varying
in price from $1.25 -$2.95. The professor put in a
request for thirty-five copies of each book and
Mr , Leavitt cut that num ber down to thirty. The
course now has an enrollment of nineteen and there
are anywhere from one hundred to two hundred books
sitting in the back room of the store. This is, in all
fairness, a great waste of money. Yet, my art
professor must restructure two courses, as he w as
recently told that tv/o textbooks were not going
to be issued at all ( and , at this late date , it is rather
awkward to give lectures knowing full well that at
least half of the class cannot readily avail themselves
of a primary source of criticism.
These are jus t a few of the major problems
which exist from a student's point of view. Those
of us with complaints must keep trying to get
nil the facts. We want to save -some money and get
the sort of services ex pected for that annual $4,000

DR^AJVCA. DEA R T H
by Rebecca Littleton
Dramatics at Colby have played a secondary role
for a long time. Upstaged by more pressing realities
and priorities, theatre has received little official
recognition and support. The long history of active
work ,in the theatre arts at this college, however, seems
to defy official disinterest. Powder and Wing, begun in
the 1930's, has-been fucntioning consistently, under
the direction of various English professors. All plays
used to be produced on the Runnals Union stage.
Professor Irving Suss, the current director, asserts
that Runnals is "impossible in terms of sight lines
and efficient stage production. There is no wing space,
no fly space , ho place for actors to stand when offstage, and no adequate place for lights (they have
been hung from the rim of basketball nets)."
In 1957, an old barn-like maintenance shack on
the campus that had been used to store tools and
large machines was converted into a performance
area. Plays were performed arena style, as there was
no stage, and bleachers and platforms were erected to
seat a full house of 120 people. The building was inadequate for dramatic use. It was too small for the
creation of sets and costumes , and the lack of a proper
sprinkler system made it a fire hazard.
The Waterville Upera House became available in
the early 1960's; Colby theatre there fore moved
downtown when the little theatre on campus did ,
indeed , burn in 1968. The college gave $1000 to
Powder and Wig for the purpose of renting this offcampus space. Transporting actors and their paraphernalia to the Opera House is, however, a tedious
and cumbersome procedure.
Four years ago , the Plan for Colby, a growth plan
based on endowment and construction needs, was
initiated. A 650 seat theatre, to be built at a cost of
$1,100,000, was planned. Due to a financial squeeze

WTOI!
by Laurie Bedig
Utyha-who are they? What are they? The important thing about these five guys is the music they 're
playing. They hail, at the moment , from East Benton ,
Maine, but represent a diversity of interest and experience. Marc, the lead guitarist, and Bill, the bass
player, came to America from Paris early in the summer
to form a band. They had been playing together in
France, but Paris is just not the place to get a band
going if you want to eat , too. Once here, they were
lucky enough to discover two excellent Waterville
musicians to round out the band : Mark DeRose on
drums and Steve Gagne on alto and sax. A few weeks
ago, Peter, another Paris friend , joine d them as key
board extraordinaire.
The group admires the music of Hendrix , Magma ,
Soft Machine, Mingus, and Charlie Parker, among
others, but electric organ player Peter is quick to
point out his classical influence too; "Music is really
moody," he says. "It's emotional-like when you listen
to a classical or romantic piece it take:, you somewhere,
sets you in a certain area... " And this is a good description of Utyha 's music, if it can be described.. The
usual classifications jus t do not fit. Rock? Well, no
definitely not a rock and roll band , Jazz? Yes, but
what is jazz anyway? Utyha's music is completely
original-Marc and Bill do all of the composing. The
songs are intense, beautiful , and creative-listening
to Utyha is like going on a journe y somewhere. "When
we play it's like building a bridge ," says Peter. "Or
like a puzzle fitting all of the pieces in to create a
feeling, communication," adds Marc.
All of the members of the group are reluctant to
try to categorize their music. "We 're trying to be as
original as possible, trying not to imitate because imitation says nothing," comments Bill. "Innovation is
the basic thing in expressing oneself in music. Charlie
Parker and Hendrix both started something new , They
were innova t or s," adds Marc. Well, I'm no music critic,
but it seems to me this band is practicing what it's
preaching. This Friday night in the Coffee House at
8:30 you can fin d out for yourself .

the plan had to be postpone d in favor of the Bixler
addition. Current priorities tend toward hoarding
money for the general operation of the college. The
Committee to Study the Future of Colby is presently reviewing the building plan, and will present
recommendations for construction needs in its June
report.
The need f or a theatre at Colby is apparent , as the

original creators of the Plan for Colby realized. They
felt that "we are becoming embarrasingly conspecuous among liberal arts colleges for our lack of proper
theatre facilities."Dr. Suss agress with this argument,
because he envisions a major in performing arts to be
offered here. Such a major would include training in
theatre production , performance, dance and mime as
well as film and television production and programming.
He feels that the college at present, cannot "legitimately
offer this training on a curricular basis without a
performance facility; to do so would be 'playing.' "
The type of students who might be attracted to
theatre at Colby would be essential to the success of
ht eprogram. "Courses in theatre derive effectiveness in largest measure from the intensity. . . provided
by students who want to go into the theatre professionally," Suss says, and the facility itself is important
because "any theatre training would depend upon
technical facilities." Drama also provides experience ,
for "people who come to liberal arts college ought
to have a chance to see drama, as well as participate
in the making of drama. " He added , "audiences
should be able to see comfortably enough for the
communication of dramatic values."
There is an active drama group at Colby, and students in general are interested in theatre. A petition
requesting a theatre building here , signed by 1000
students and 100 faculty members, was instrumental
in the inclusion of a theatre in the Plan for Colby.
Further , Suss feels that 75 to 100 students would choose
choose a dramatics major if it should be offered. The
administration agrees, and the possibility of a center
tor the performing arts is "under discussion." Apparently, there is no group actively procuring funds
for the construction of such a center , as there was for
the Bixler additon; new building funds are nonexistent. Suss maintains that he has been "fighting
for a theatre for sixteen years" and tha t "administration and trustees have been remiss in not pressing for
a theatre . We ought to act immediately to erase this
lack."

The BedSitting Room
by A. Wing Mayer
In these days of change, when tastes, morals, and
beliefs come and go with the weekly edition of Newsweek , one may always count on Richard Lester—
his films are consistently poor and his style varies
little. The Bed Sitting Room is a fast paced , boring
burlesque about the aftermath of an atomic war which
lasts for two minutes , twenty-eight seconds , in cluding
the signing of the peace treaty. Lester's subj ect is
one of the major problems of the film. His attempt
to render comical a vision of inconceivable horror...
fails. What is funny, after all, about the radioactive
survivors of this war who , after 18 months of Hell,
find themselves mutating into absurd forms? What is
funny ab out the survivo rs eating one of the mutants?
The little humor that exists in the film is so ill-placed,
ill-timed , and in termittent that it becomes irrelevant.
Lester's puns are tasteless, and , at times, w ould be insulting to the mind of a grasshopper,
With the exception of Mona Washbourne who performs admirably as Penelope 's mother , Lester never
gives his staff an opportunity to display their talents.
His obsession with quick-cuts and blackouts destroys
any continuity that the film may have otherwise held,
An entertaining, humorous film on the subje ct of
an atomic war is not impossible as Stanley Kubrick so
brilliantly demonstrated with Dr. Stranfielove . That
film is characterized by a great deal of imagination ,
wit , and continuity. The Bed Sitting Room is characterized by a pain fully obvious lack of imagination ,
a humor which can only be described as "sick ,"
and little or no continuity. The only good asp ect of
The Jlfid Sitting BLaom. is that it was Lester's last film.
Hopefully it will remain so,
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jud ge has only two options, either probation or
commitment to the custody of the state until aged
18, which dould be for five years, Sen. Brennan could
like to allow the jud ge to commit a juvenile for 30
days if he felt that to be desirable.
Sen Brennan also asked for support of a bill that
would close "a loophole" in the state campaign
expense disclosure law. It would declare a person to
be a candidate when he or she filed the required
papers in April. At present, a candidate does not have
to declare campaign funds received before filing,
but this bill would require disclosure of all such
funds received for six months before filing.
As regards the Equal Rights Amendment, Sen.
Brennan declared he would continue to work vigorously for its passage. He did not think it failed at
the last session of the legislature "because of the
aggressiveness and militancy of its supporters, he
said, although some legislators may have used that
as an excuse. He thinks it was because it looked so
easy, he said, being in both the Democratic and Republican Party platforms and supported by President
Nixon and having passed so easily in other states,
that the proponents were "put to sleep." The opposi
tion of labor at the time also helped defeat it,
although now the Maine Federated Labor Council
supports the ERA, he said.
At the business meeting Angus Ferguson , Executive Director of the M aine Civil Liberties Union, reported on the MCLU sex discrimination task force,
which plans to investigate such issues as discrimination in mortgages and general credit contracts, criminal
law and correctional institutions, education , employment, marriage and divorce, property rights and welfare. He maintained that there is discrimination
against men as well as women and that this should
also be investigated. Anyone wishing to work on this
task force is asked to be in touch with Mr. Ferguson
at the MCLU office in Portland. The MCLU is now
working on complaints from persons who have records of arrest which did not result in conviction and
are concerned lest these records be used against them,
he said, as well as First Amendment rights of a public
employee and also the Jaycee case of denying membership to women.
The president , Jane Birge, states that members of
the American Civil Liberties Union are "true patriots."
In explanation , she said that the ACLU was founded
in 1920 as an organization to defend , support and
extend the Bill of Rights and the Constitution, which
state some of the rights in individuals and the limits
of government power . Ms. Birge asserted that the
Bill of Rights and the Constitution are the unique
essence of this nation, the national identity, so our
real national security is endangered when local,
state or federal government endangers our civil
liberties that depend on the Bill of Rights and the Constitution , similarly to a person's security being threatened
when his or her identity or ego is threatened. She
urged no n-members to join the American Civil
Liberties Union, which automatically confers membership in the Maine Civil Liberties Union and , if
enrolled in the Kennebec Valley Civil Liberties Union ,
in that local chapter also. "The Civil Liberties Union
help s protect our rights such as freedom of speech
and assembly. If these freedoms were taken away,
our other volunteer organizations could cease to
exist ," she said . Ms. Birge pointed out that for many
years the ACLU did its work by litigation and has
appeared before the Supreme Court more often than
any other agency, except the Justice Department. She
said that now, however , it also works through legislation and by keeping the public informed.

HISTORY OF THE SPA

by Linden Summers
A whole is the sum of its parts. The Spa is composed of an assortment of parts. These parts give
the Spa its character. Their combined effect is magnetic, it draws Colby students. The atmosphere that
is created is responsible for the puzzling phenomenon
know n as "Spa Mania.." At least once a year Spa
Mania will sweep through the booths and behind the
counter. Then the announcement will come: "The
Spa has officially lost it." Last year the Spa lost it
when it was invaded by an impromptu fashion show.
A self-appointed master of ceremonies introduced,
one by one , a cast of campus heavies, who strutted
through exhibiting current college apparel. Another
time, one April evening, just after 10:30 closing,
while a sizeable collection of people were still sitting
around talking, the light s were all turned off and a
voice declared that no one could leave until the group
had sung one chorus of "Jingle Bells." The song was
sung in complete darkness. Afterwards the crowd was
allowed to depart.
Spa magnetism and mania are intangible, but are
integral parts of the Spa. More concretely the Spa
offers the chance to socialize, or just take a study
break. Students can eat, drink, and be merry. Close
to a tenth of the Colby population can say, "put it
on my Spa bill." Many never realize how much
their purchases.cost until the end of the semester
when they are confronted with the final Bill. This
set-up benefits both the student and the Spa. The
student does not always need cash for his food and
beverage. The Spa gets business it might have otherwise lost because the student was penniless. Occasionally the Spa gets burned by a senior who will
disappear after commencement without paying his
bill. However, as many as ten years later , graduates ,
once they have gained financial stability, have been
known to send John checks for over-due payments.
Some students bequeath more than their amount
due upon graduation. The ogre who squats atop the
Coke machine is a gift from a departing senior.
In past years students also donated their artwork to be
hung from the walls. Some pictures still hang above

the doors in the Quad entrance. Last year the walls
themselves were painted with murals by Colby's own
Martha C.T. Wetmore. The new painting includes an
image of the Spa accurate to the point of having
small dabs of pink, representing gum , by the painted
stools.
The menu (also painted on mural, at pre-inflation cost, necessitating some minor adjustments)
introduces treats available only at the Colby College

Spa. The "Colby Eight ," (a cheeseburger-egg combination), needless to say, can be found nowhere else
in the world. Nor "will Molotov Cocktails be found on
many other menus, not to mention their under-thecounter cousins, the Wazoo and the Arabian Delight.
These drinks are served in glasses from the world's
foremost collection of Davy Crockett Peanut Butter
Jars.
One final word..
A mystery, of the Spa that has perplexed this
current generation of Colby students if the relatively
unimportant matter of the length of its curtains. They
are much too short for the windows. This peculiarity
was explained by John Joseph. He said this was done
purposely to prevent people from grabbing the curtains and makin g them dirty. Now the rationale is
known, but , no matter , because for purists the Spa
without the too-short curtains would not be the Spa ,
j ust as a whole missing one of its parts is incomplete.
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by Joel Ossoff
There is a place at Colby where one can clear a
mind made murky from hours of studying, or sooth
a troubled heart. Peace and quiet prevail and beauty
abounds there. It is a place where one can think,;
away from the blare of stereos, or observe the wonders
of nature, learning,painlessly and without pressure.
This place , which many members of the Colby Community know little or nothing about , is the Perkins
Arboretum and Bird Sancturay.
The Arboretum is a 128 acre tract of Colby land,
which, by law , is "to be preserved and protected in
its natural state without cutting or changes in the
growth and natural habitat as time proceeds." This
sizable chunk of woodlands is located across Mayflow er Hill Drive from Woodman Hall and the Millett
Alumni House. The Arboretum has much to offer.
In the past , it has been a place where a person could
easily get lost and , in fact , still can. The difference now
is that, with the development of a w ell-marked trail
system , getting lost can be a voluntary rather than
involuntary occurrance.
The system consists of three trails blazed with red ,
white, or yellow markers. The yellow trail is a selfguiding nature walk for those interested in learning
something about the ecology of the area. The nature
trail is a loop trail which passes near both entrances
to the Arboretum. The most convenient entrance for
students can be reached by following the beaten Ipath below
the athletic field opposite Woodman. The other entrance
is located behind a stone monument dedicating the
Arboretum , at the edge of the college's property along
Mayflower Hill Drive. At each entrance are boxes
containing printed guides to the Arboretum. Numbered
posts at intervals along the nature trail correspond to
descriptions in the guide. The guides also contain a
map of the Arboretum and brief descriptions of the
red and white trails. The red trail follows a lowland

route along Perkins Stream to the M.C.R.R. tracks
and thence to Messalonskee Stream. The white trail
follow s the scenic ridge route to the railroad tracks
and should prove to be an excellent cross-country
ski route in the winter.
The Arboretum was established as a twenty acre
nature preserve in 1946 and dedicated in 1959 to the
memory of the late Professor and Mrs. Edward Henry
Perkins. Professor Perkins was an enthusiastic naturalist who was chairman of the geology department for six
teen years, until his death in 1936. Mrs. Perkins was
a member of the College's office staff from 1938 to
1956. In 1969, the Board of Trustees expanded the
boundaries of the Arboretum to include 128 acres. A
large portion, of the Colby campus , including the Arboretum , is designated as a State Wildlife Management Area.
The Arboretum has been developed to provide a
diversity of possible uses. Well-planned, and wellmaintained trails, although a modification of the
environment, serve a number of important functions.
They .provide an opportunity for those not fond of
"bushwacking " to become familiar with the natural
world or ju st to w alk in the woods. They provide;
convenient access to natural features for the individual or group studying ecology. Trails also tend to
channel human footsteps which might otherwide
disturb the plants and wildlife to a greater degree.
For those preferring not to use trails, large areas of
the Arboretum are still available for roaming. In order
to maintain the Arboretum, a student has been employed by the college to repair and improve trails
and markers. He is Stuart Michener, s sophomore
biology major . If you have any questions or sugges
tions regarding the Arboretum , talk to Stuart, Dr.
William Gilbert, or Christi Pope .

J itney from page one
The unfortunate wording of the Financial Aid
Office printed material will be changed to read more
explicitly, according to Pullen. Students may not
work more than ten hours per week, but they may
work less. In any case, the j itney schedule will
operate only six hours daily from now on. "That's
how it ran last semester, and it was oudgeted
accordingly for this year ," Pullen explained. "The
jitney allottment is $5,000, which would be exceeded
if the service operated on a sixty-hour-per-week
basis.
Due to various problems which Colby hitch
hikers have encountered in the past, the j itney
was instituted as a safety factor. "This is not to
be confused with a jitney which operates as a
convenience," Pullen pointed out. "Off-campus
students and students teaching in the local schools
will have to furnish their own transportation if
they travel in the morning. The j itney will
run during the late afternoon and evening,
when darkness becomes a threat to safety."

Pirg vs. Banks

In a statement issued last week, PIRG Executive
Director Suzanne Spitz announced that action has
been taken against 44 Maine banks who are violating
state and federal Truth-in-Lending Acts. Banks
in at least fourteen towns are quoting misleading
interest rates in response to consumer credit authorit
ities. A telephone survey was conducted by PIRG
in order to test bank responses to questions about
interest rates. Ms. Spitz explained , "The violations
occur when banks quote a hodgepodge of different
interest rates, making it impossible for consumers
to compare terms. 'Add-on' and 'discount' rates
are often quoted in addition to, or with, the 'annual
percentage rate.' These are different kinds of rates
and cannot easily be compared." The 44 banks
in question are charged with quoting the illegal rates.
In order to attemp t to remedy the situation,
1— jPIRG has taken several steps. The presidents of the
violating banks have been notified of PIRG'S
findings, with full documentation. The various
state and federal agencies which regulate banks
have also been informed , and PIRG has requested
immediate enforcement of the Truth-in-Lending
Laws. Moreover, PIRG contacted Senators Muskie
and Hathaway and Congressmen Kyros and Cohen,
asking that they take specific action to insure that
no further violations occur. Finally, the findings
of PIRG'S survey have been released to the news media
Ms, Spitz summed up PIRG'S estimate of the situation. "It is important that banks begin to respond
tto the needs of the individual consumer with the
same meticulous attention to detail and the same
thoughtful consideration with which they handle
their
you free flying lessons. It'll be in a Cessna 150* larger accounts. It is obvious that this is not
you're started
Forcetowards the day when you'll solo rnow being done. The fact that within the same bank
some
branches comply with the act and others
s
in an Air
jet.
cdo not , demonstrates that there is no general bank
That' s only one of the frin ge benefits of the Air
policy in this matter."
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Bigelow from page one
Following Richardson, a fisheries biologist from the
Dept. of Inland Fisheries and Game explained that
his department was currently trying to introduce
Canada geese on Flagstaff Lake due to its remote
location. He mentioned that Flagstaff was a shallow
lake 20-25 feet d€ep at its deepest points and that
pickerel and perch were the dominant fish types. He
cited that deer hunting was good around Flagstaff
and that hunters enjoyed the area due to its wilderness nature.
Lawrence Stewart of the Bureau of Parks and
RecreationjWhose agency might eventually obtain
Bigelow as a multi-use park ,was another supporter of
the "wait and learn more" theme as he supported
creating a master plan for the mountain area before
Bigelow is committed one way or the other.
Next to testify was a representative from the
Arnold Trail Society, an organization interested in
preserving the Arnold Trail in Maine. He pointed out
that proposed d evelopment may be destructive to
Benedict Arnold's old route. He was followed by a
spokesman for the North Kennebec Regional
Planning Commission, whose group is responsible to
aid planning in the Bigelow area . The spokesman
recommended that the acreage be put in a management zone until the mountain committee submits its
report and an overall plan is designed.
The state geologist was next to speak and reported
tha t a glacial geologist has been hired to study Bigelow.
He expressed the view that a maximum amount of
physical resource information is needed and that
LURC should, fully consider that data before it makes
any decisions. He said a well planned study was needed
of the slippage possibilities of the North slope. A
representative from the Maine Mountain Area Planning
Committee then spoke, stating that his committee was
created by the legislature as an advisory committee
to LURC and that a professional planner had recently
been hired to undertake the mountain study.
What came next was what many people in the
hearing room had come for ; to hear the presentation
by the Flagstaff Corporation for their proposed
$150 million four-season resort on Bigelow's north
slope. Flagstaff .of Concord , Mass., owns 8,000 acres ,
from the lake to the ridgeline and wants to develop
^
1,600 acres of it into a village community similar to
Vail, Colorado where skiing would be the main attra ction. The village would have its own theaters, a
marina and equestrian center. Condominiums would
be available for year round residence and for vacationers. Flagstaff cites Bigelow as being ideal for a
year-round resort. A mountain and lake combination
suitable for winter and summer recreation does not
often occur, they said.
Flagstaff would like their land to be zoned development os they can proceed with their plans. Keith
Rob erts of the Sierra Club, who : spoke for Flagstaff ,
not for the club, thinks that development sprawl

could be eliminated in the Carabassett valley by zoning
the corporation 's land "development." He said develop
ment would, then be concentrated in a single area
rather than spread out over the valley. He appeale d to
LURC that before them was an environmentally
aware corporation, one that had considered many
aspects of the environment in its plans, one that had
the capital and one that would work with LURC as
it proceeded. Roberts urged that LUR C take advantage
of the sound planning that Flagstaff has done and zone
development now rather than wait for more information.
After the team of ten from Flagstaff had presented
their testimony, which included slides of what the
village was to look like, Professor Vogelmann, an
ecologist from the University of Vermont stepped up.
He bagan his remarks by saying that he envied Maine
for having the choice that it did in regards to Bigelow.
"In Vermont," he said, "we have 22 major ski developments and the Dept . of Forests and Parks has declared
'no more.' " The Green Mtn. National Forest is in
agreement with this policy, he said .
"Prof. V ogelmann cautioned that it is difficult to
say just what the "spin-off" would be around Bigelow
if a major development was'established . By "spin-off"
he meant the degree of development that could result
in the Carrabassett valley folowing in the wake of the
Flagstaff community. He suggested that LURC take
a long hard look to see if all the "pluses" are woth it.
Others that testified had these things to say . A
legislator from Caribou referred to Bigelow as "one
gem of a jew el box in Maine" and urged LURC to
prevent what he called the "Bigelow Bunny Club for
Boston billionaires'". .. A representative of35 citizens
in the Carrabassett valley testified that this development
would be for Maine skiiers and the people of Western
Maine and that skiiers should not be denied new terrain .
A woman from the New England Chapter of the
Sierra Club urged that LURC wait for the mountain
study to be completed. . . A student from the University of Maine Outing Club cited the primitive
nature of the Bigelow area and said that it would be
spoiled by machinery from the ski areas. .. The director
of the Appalachian Mtn. Club referred to Bigelow
as Maine's second mountain (Mt. Katahdin being the
first) and said that hik ers who walk the entire 2,000
mile Appalachian Trail mention Bigelow frequently
as one of the top five or ten mountains on the trail .
With the testimony and "evidence" submitted to
them , the LURC commissioners will now determine
the future of Bigelow mountain. They may zone develop
ment , zone protection or zone management (limited
uses) or a combination or these , They may also
decide to wait for more information. Fifteen days after
the hearing LUR C will report its decision.
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Attrition from page one
ures and trying to get a balance between incoming and
outgoing students is one of the concerns of the administration when decisions have to be made on admissions. In the final estimate, no one really knows how
the housing situation will work out. Some freshmen
start the year and drop out early , realizing they do not
want to continue their college career.
Four years of college without a break can force a
person into mindlessly accepting what he is doing.
Those who want to take a year off and work, or travel,

often return ready to work and with clearer ideas of
what they want to accomplish. The school has been
encouraging time off in cases where a student has become less and less motivated to work . Nothing is gained
if he remains in, and he may eventually flunk. As long
as a student is in good standing, he is welcome to come
back , but once dropped by the Committee On Standing, it becomes more difficult to return.
If students are having academic problems , the
^
school tries to help. The college offers Mrs. Todrank's
tutoring service, the health center , and academic and
psychological services. If none of these can solve the
problem , then the Committee drops the student. If he
wants to return , then the student must go before the
Committee and convince them that he is sincere
about working.
Generally speaking, a student who wants to leave
because he is unsure of his future can leave and return
any time. The increased mobility has allowed more
students to think about what they are doing with their
education and whether they wish to immediately continue it at Colby College .
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LIBERAL ARTS DEGREES . . .
IRRELEVAN T?
In your job search , you 'll run across all kinds
of glossy pages and promises that so-and-so
company wants graduates with liberal arts
degrees. Last year 's seniors who chose either
VISTA or Peace Corps are at work in hundreds
of projects both here and in 59 countries overseas. Teaching English as a foreign language?
working in Tuberculosis Control Programs,
Small Pox , and Malaria Eradication Projects;
acting as agricultural extension agents; developing alternative schools; counseling in drug
crisis centers and many more. Demand for
thses assignments is, of course , great. It' s
extremely important for you to ap ply before
December. To underscore this, VISTA and
Peace Corps representatives will be here to
share information and help in filling out applica•» ¦•
tions during this semester only:

On October 23, 24 from 9:00 a.m.

to 4:00 p.m.

(Jo to the placement office Now
and sign up for nn interview.

Peace Corps/ VISTA

No Merry Time

Field Hocke y Splits

With

Maritime
by Dan Rapaport
Things are getting worse for the Colby College
football team; last Saturday they dropped their
fourth straight game of the season. The Mules
were defeated 9-6 by Maine Maritime, a team always
beaten in the past. Again it was the Mules who
beat themselves. A combination of costly penalties
and interceptions did Dick McGee's Mules in for
the second straight week , as these errors prevented the home team fro m mounting any sort of
sustained offense . Any advances made were
quickly offset by losses due to these penalties
and mistakes.
The overall under-par p erformance of the
Colby football team overshadowed another b
brilliant afternoon performance by running-back
Peter Gorniewicz. This Colby workhorse carried
the ball thirty-five times for 157 hard-earned
yards, all of them on runs up the middle .
Gorniewicz's running gave the Mules an early
6-0 lead in the first period as he carried the ball
in fro m four yards out. Colby had gotten good
field position ; Len Saulter fell on a fumble at.the
Maine Maritime thirty. From there, the Mules
moved to the score, but it was the last time they
were to do so. Capitalizing on an interception and
Colby's failure to move the ball, Main e Maritime
managed to score a touchdown and a field goal,
to lead at the half 9-6.
In the second half , Colby's defensive unit
continually stopped the visitors and provided the
offense with excellent field positions. The offense,
however, failed to get anything going and time and
again squandered good scoring chances. Their final
chance came with just two minutes left , when
Jim Theriault recovered a loose ball at the M aine
Maritime twenty-five but the offense simply could
not do anything, and the game ended 9-6.
Still in search of their first win, the Mules
will be away from home the next two Saturdays,
this weekend at Trinity, the following at Bowdoin .
Colby must cut down on their mental errors if
they are to win any games at all.
—
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by Madelyn Theodore
This past Sunday the Colby Pool was the scene
of a synchronized swimming demonstration
and show presented by a team of four girls under
the direction of Marjor ie Murphy. The girls, who
included Janet Peele , Anne Bresnahan , Judy
Grossman , and Francis Lateweic went through e
various team and individual routines set to music.
To acquaint the audience with the fundamental
mechani'cs of synchronized swimming they gave
a short demonstra tion explaining various strokes,
basic body positions, and a few steps. They showed
how ballet and gymnastic movements are used by
two or more persons to interpret a certain theme
in the w ater.
The solo performances of each girl were done
to "Cabaret ", Gene Kelley's "Singing In The Rain "
"Swan Lake", and a jazz number , respectively.
Their group efforts involved the representing of
trapeze artists and of a caterpillar. The effect
of the latter was to give the appearance of being
a single body, as all four girls held on to each
others' feet while floating in a single line. It
was an enjoyable and interesting display, especially
for the many parents who attended. The only
unfortunate aspect was the unbearable heat
of the pool area which forced many in the audience to leave before the conclusion of the program.
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by Cheryl Booker
The Colby women's field hockey team
experienced both victory and defeat in their
second week of competition. The girls suffered
their third loss of the season on Tuesday,
October 9th , when they met the University of
Maine at Orono. In the first of two 35 minute
halves, left wing Marty Fogler and center
forward Cathy Anderson were able to claim
two goals apiece for the Black Bears. Their
teammates in right half and left inner positionsj
Paula Noyis and Deb Westman, respectrvely,
also drove two goals past Colby goalie Diane
Peterson. The weak Colby defense could not
seem to pull together in the second half to
stop the Orono onslaught. The absence of
goalie Rhonda Luce was obviously felt, as
four more goals were scored by Anderson ,
Westman, and center half Deb Chase, for a
final score of 10-0.
Colby's first victory of the season came on
Wednesday, October 10th, at Westbrook.
The teams played to a scoreless first half , with
four saves by Colby goalie Peterson, and two
by Westbrook's Jean Santilli. Colby 's forward
line erupted during the second half ; two
goals were slammed into the net by left inner
Sue Zagorski, and Lydia McAnerney drove one
across from her right wing position for a
final score of 3-0. Also playing on the Colby
offense were sophomores Nancy Gettens and
Sue Tauer, and junior Laurie Fitts.
Games this week will be played against
U. Maine Augusta and U. Maine Presque Isle.
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X -Cou ntry Calls It Quits

by Brad Cohen
On Saturday, the Colby soccer team traveled
to U. Maine Portland-Gorham for a game that
saw the Mules break out of a three-game scoring
drought. The 3-1 win marked the first scoring
for Colby since their opener on Sept.22.
After trailing 1-0, Junior John Harris netted
the tying goal , his fifth goal of the season. Scott
Pickett , with his first of the year, and Terry
Reilly, with his second, added second-half goals,
ensuring the win, Defensive play was outstanding
throughout the contest, and has proven to be the
strong suit of the Colby squad.
The win over U.M.P.G. improved the team's
record to 2-2-1, and the Mules are very optimistic
about the remainder of the season. If the offense
can sustain some consisten cy, the Mules will have
much success, as the defense and goal tending
have been super all season long.
Colby entertained Bates yesterday, and travels
down to Waltham , Mass. on Saturday for a game
at Brandeis. Next home game is Wednesday at
3:00, with the Black Bears of U. Maine-Orono
providing the opposition.

Saturday, the team concluded its regular season
schedule with a near sweep over Maine Martitime,
a meet watched by many during halftime of the football game. It was undoubtedly the most spirited effort
by Colby this fall , and coming as it did befor e a big
home crowd was a thrilling finish to the season.
Freshman Ken Colton finished first with a respectable
time of 27:49. Frit Cooper was close behind in 28:08,
followed by Junior Paul Fagan, who ran his best race
of the year. Maine Maritime took the fourth place v.
but rounding out the Colby scoring in close formation
were Ken Curtis, Dean M cLean, Brian MacQuarrie ,
and Dave Peckham. Maine Maritime took ninth with
Joel Swets, Ned Battey, Don Buckley, Norm Rattey
and Jeff Garden all scored before Maritime's third man
The score: 17-49.
Left on the schedule are the state meet to be run
at Colby this Saturday, and the Eastern and the New
England Regional championships. The team does not
have a realistic chance in any meet but personal goals
are at stake, with the hope of finishing the season in
successful fashion. Colby 's cross-country efforts this
fall were characterized by many lopsided defeats
but the team is young and the promise of tougher ,
faster races from the freshmen and sophomores looks
good. The final record was 4-8, but in terms of personal satisfaction and the mere thrill of competiton ,
it was a winning season.

by Brian MacQuarrie
The Colby cross-country concluded its regularseason competition this past week with a loss to Bowdoin and a weekend victory over Maine Maritime. The
decisions made their final record 4-8.
Last Wednesday , the team journeyed to Bowdoin
for an afternoon meet with last year's State Champs.
During a blustery day and on a 5.1 mile run over the
Brunswick Public Golf Course, the team failed to
score impassively . 1972 Maine champ Wilson ran
the course easily in a time of 26:54.2, tied with fellow
harrier Davis for the win. Bowdoin proceeded to take
the next four places before Colby freshman Ken
Colton placed. Dean McLean and Frit Cooper were
not far behind Ken , as they finished ninth and tenth.
Paul Fagan finished thirteenth. Ken Curtis, Dave
Peckham , and Brian MacQuarrie ran fifteenth through
seventeenth. Don Buckley, Ned Battey , Joel Swets,
Leonard Jannsen and Mick Chapuk rounded out the
Colby scoring, finishing nineteenth through twentythird. The meet was a disappointment to Colby,
which had expected a much closer race. Bowdoin's
top runners had been injured or running below par for
most of the season. It was felt that the team could
at last break out and separate the opposition 's front
runners, a factor which had hurt Colb y in many previous meets. Bowdoin's middle men, however, ran
their best races of the season and Colby came within
one place of being shut out. The final score: 15-49.
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HEARTIEST PLATE IN TOWN
Fabulous Antipasto Salads , Grinders , Ravioli
Delicious Steaks , Lusaina , Manicoti
BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINE
dynamite drinks at
very reasonable price s

Orders to Go

873-3 791

ALL HOME COOKING
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by Gay Peterson
It is becoming increasingly difficult to write
about the women's tennis team; as a matter of fact ,
the difficulty verges on boredom. They just
keep winning! It was a 4-0 victory over" University of Maine-Orono on Tuesday, October 9.
Janet McManama soundly trounced U.Maine's
Margie Perkins in two sets with final scores of
6-0, 6-1. Karen Huebsch overcame Lyn Swadel
with little difficulty in a 6-1,6-2 match. Susie
Brown, the third singles player, was not to he
outdone by her teammates. Lou Krebs lost to her
6-1 ,6-0. Bev Vayhinger and Carol Haffenreffer ,
were faced with a challenging match but managed
to come out . triumphant over Jane Coates and
Sue Smith (6f U.Maine. The final score of their
games was 7-6 , 6-4.
'• Colby 's winning trend continued , of course,
on Wednesday, October 10, when the junior
varsity tennis team faced Westbrook College.
Barb Kenwood defeated Ann Wallace 6-3, 6-3.
Colby 's Sarah Janney was a winner with a score
of 6-3, 6-1 , as was Dun McK inney, with a final
match score of 6-2, 3-0 (called on account of
darkness). Terry Grassey and Dun McKinney
triumphed over Donna Blackstone and Cathy
Foster of Westbrook , 6-0, 6-2. The final score
of the meet was 5-0. (yawn)
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Hi /ISTA & Peace Cor ps
¦
Y have hundreds of job
BJ openings for Seniors.
M
From agriculture to
BJ zoology. Get experi¦H ence you can find in
no other organizaH
H
tion. Reps will be in
the Placement Office
H
H soon. Sign up now
in
Placement for an
H
Bf interview.
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Thousands of Topics
$2.75 per page

Send tor your up-to-dat e, 160-page,
mail order catalog. Enclose $1.00
to cover postage (delivery time is
1 to 2 days).
RE SEA RCH ASS ISTANCE , INC.
11941 WILSHIRE BLVD., SUITE *2
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90025
' (213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
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Our research material is sold for
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The library is selling u sed books. These books,
located on the main floor opposite the Librarian 's
Office , have been discarded w here it is felt that multi
pie copies are not worth the shelf space . The books ,
priced from ten cents to a dollar, change frequently
and include many subjects. Most are in good condition. The money, to be paid in the librarian 's offi ce,
goes to the purchase of new books.
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COLBY SPECIA LS
Since 1932
$1.95

H

Booksale

Public Power

Ralph S. Williams, former administrative vicepresident of Colby and member of the Board of Trustees, will speak on "The Case Against Public Power "
on Monday, Oct. 22 at 7:30 p.m. in Lovejoy 215.
Prof. Williams is well qualified as head of Citizens
Against A Power Authority of Maine . The lecture is
sponsored by the Junior Class.
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Hartford Balle t
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ART SUPPLIES
74 MAIN STREET
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On Sunday, Oct. 21 at 8 p.m. in Runnals Union,
Student Government will sponsor a performance by
the Hartford Ballet Company. The Company, founded
in 1960, spent its early years establishing a school, the
Hartford School of Ballet. A change of management
and the addition of Michael Uthoff , an international
dance figure wit h an outstanding reputation as a
choreographer , as Artistic Director eventually made
the company the leading dance force in Connecticut.
Admission will be charged.

Kathy Ricks , recruiting officer for VISTA and the
Peace Corps in New Englai d will be on campus on
Wednesday and Thursday, Oct. 23 and 24 , to interview seniors. Mr. Ricks spent two years in Kenya
as a Peace Corps Volunteer and can provide a great
deal of first hand information. Anyone interested
should sign up in Lovejoy 110.

TpJ

Mr.BIG

Grad Schools

A representative from Drew University-Graduate
School Programs in English , Philosophy and Reli •
gion , and History/Political Science is tentatively
scheduled for Monday, Oct. 22 , from 3:00-5:00 p.m.
Students should sign up for in terviews in Lovej oy 110

Beef and Brew

WATERVILLE , AUGUSTA , ORONO

A Remind er
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GIVE SOMEBODY DUNKIN DONUTS j| Mg\
GET SOME LOVIN' BACK •
|jj |J
¦
¦ •M
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Rolph W. Atk ins Co.

camera s - supp lies
ph otofifiishing
Typewriters

ACLU Table

-Sales
-Service

Those students who are interested in attending
the meeting to discuss the Institute for Off-Campus
Experience and Cooperative Education , described in
Mr. Farr 's recent letter to students , are urged to attend
a meeting on Monday evening, Oct. 22 , in G iven
Auditorium. If interested , Mr. Farr requests that you
please indicate your intention by signing a list in his
office.

I
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On M onday, October 22 , the ACLU will
have a table out in the corridor of
Miller Library (opposite the Spa).
Hours will be 10 a.m. to 5 p.m..
Come and browse or ask questions of
Maine ACLU Director A ngus Ferguson

Lec t ure

Thomas Hedley Reynolds, president of Bates
College, will speak tonight, Thursday Oct. 18,
at 8 p.m. in Given Augitorium at a program
honoring Julius Seelye Bixler Scholars and Charles
A. Dana Scholars. Dr. Reynolds holds a Ph. D. in
history from Columbia University and taught
at both Hunter and Middlebury Colleges before
being named President of Bates in January 1967.
He was presented with an honorary LL. D.
degree by Colby in 1969. His topic will be
"The Magnificent Irrelevance of the Liberal Arts."

Coffee House
The Coffee House presents Friday night October
19 the innovative jazz band Utyha. Drinks and food
available. 8:30 p.m. Cover 50 cents.

Lost J acket
A blue lined windbreaker was found at Registration. It may be picked up in the R egistrar's Office

Education Film
The third film of the four-part series on the concepts in practice of Dr. William Glasser will be shown
on Monday, Oct. 22 , at 7:30 p.m. in Lovejoy Auditor
ium . The film "Glasser on Discipline" considers
typical discipline problems and their practica l solutions, including five basic steps to achieve effective
discipline in any school.
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Monda y: Beef Bour guignonne
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Cold Meat Platt er

$1.45

Tuesda y: Monte Cristo Sandwich
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Broiled Scrod

$1.60
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Wednes day: Broiled Ham Steak

$1.70
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Chicken Salad

$1.35

Thursda y: Lasa gne
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Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
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Fr iday : Baked Stuff e d Haddock
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PQv>23» Technicolor' • An Avco Embassy Release
I POSITIVELY NO ONEAOMITTiO DURING I '
[ LAST20 MINUTES OF "NIGHT WATCH" \

ow Tuesday and Thursday nights: .-

BLUE GRASS WITH CHRIS PRICKITT
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Owe of the Best Assortments of Drinks in Town
19>4 Temple Street
7:00 a.m.-l :00 a.m.
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The Silent Woman
cocktail lounge
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A Joseph E Levine and Brut Pfoducttons Presentation

Catering to the College Crowd
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THE TIME HAS
COME !
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TO BOOK YOUR
THANKSGI VING & CHRISTMA S
TRIPS HOME
Call

DAYS TRAVEL
BUREA U
873-0755

FOR ALL YOUR STUDENT
TRAVEL S
NO EXTRA COST

Big Jo hns
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